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$SOUND Coin has been designed to allow holders to reap the benefits
from the real world use case of the currency.

As a $SOUND holder you are investing into $SOUND as a whole entity and
owning a piece of all profits generated by our future products -
which include a streaming service, NFT marketplace, and an NFT

ticketing company.
 

Holders will benefit from reflections when :
 

An individual is paid via our streaming service for accumulating
streams.

 
An NFT is bought or sold on our NFT marketplace.

 
A NFT ticket is bought for attending a $SOUND sponsored event.

$SOUND coin is bought or sold on an exchange.
 

Etc. This list will grow as $SOUND begins to offer new products or services
that help create more transaction occurrence with the Token, ultimately

giving all investors a better frequency of redistribution rewards.
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Technology and digital transformation have helped propel the world into
a new era of technological advancement. An era where the materiality
of money will cease to exist and the newer cryptocurrency asset class
will hover on the horizons of finance. The current decade of the 21st
century has seen much advancement, improvement, and progress in the
blockchain and cryptocurrency space. This has led to the creation of
several blockchain-based projects across various industries, with the
goal of tackling some of the problems plaguing humanity. $SOUND is a
decentralized smart token project built on the BSC network. The project
was created to solve real-world issues while also benefiting investors.
The $SOUND Coin reward system for holders goes far beyond financial
gain and is the first of its kind, rewarding investors in unique ways unlike
any cryptocurrency has done before. 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The white paper does not constitute any investment advice,
financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by
soundbsc.com, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors,
managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants on the
integrity of purchasing Sound Coin (sound) tokens
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We wanted to build something unique, something that would allow
investors to truly feel that they are a part of something extraordinary.  

When building out the infrastructure for $SOUND our goal was to create a
rewards program that not only allowed holders to benefit financially, but
also through real life experiences. 

Through our partnered collaborations with event promoters and famous
musicians, $SOUND holders will be allowed access to many things that
simply aren’t open to the general public, including but not limited to live
and virtual concerts, events, meet and greets, limited edition merch
drops, giveaways, NFT airdrops, and much more..  

We will be announcing the dates for these events and concerts as they
approach and will be updating our website accordingly.



Tickets for $SOUND partnered live concerts and events will be
airdropped to eligible holders in the form of an NFT to ensure a
level of security and verification of ownership never before
seen in the music industry.

Certain live events will offer additional perks for those holding
50,000,000+ tokens. These perks include things such as VIP
passes, front of the live passes, early venue access, private
tables, bottle service, priority seating, and invites to exclusive
afterparties.
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Solving the ticketing problem : 



$SOUND plans to expand our use of NFTs into ticketing, merch
sales, giveaways, and much more.

Ticket distribution for $SOUND partnered live events will be
airdropped to holders via NFT to ensure security and validation
of ownership.

While attending live events $SOUND holders will be airdropped
NFTs of limited edition merch that can be claimed at the venue
by providing proof of ownership of the NFT upon pickup. That
very limited merch, because it is deliverd to you in the form of
an NFT, can also be sold and traded.

We also have plans to expand our use of NFTs by collaborating
with musicians to offer exclusive art as well as exclusive drops
for new music to eligible holders. 
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We have a lot in store..



TIER 1 : BRONZE = 50 Million $SOUND
Holders with 50 Million $SOUND Coins will be given Bronze VIP Status,
gaining access to NFT Airdrops, perks at live events, access to virtual
events, and much more.

TIER 2 : SILVER = 250 Million $SOUND
Holders with 250 Million $SOUND Coins will be given Silver VIP Status,
gaining access to NFT Airdrops, early access to whitelists for future
NFT drops, perks at live events, access to virtual events, and much
more.

TIER 3 : GOLD = 500 Million $SOUND 
Holders with 500 Million $SOUND Coins will be given Gold VIP Status,
gaining access to more exclusive NFT Airdrops, early access to
whitelists for future NFT drops, additional perks at live events, access
to virtual events, Gold VIP Status exclusive event access, and much
more.

As we continue to build out our VIP Program we will be adding more
perks for our VIP Holders.
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$SOUND VIP PROGRAM TIERS


